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Hubble Images of
Saturn Moon Transits
(NASA/STScI) Saturn's comparatively
paper-thin rings are tilted edge on to Earth
every 15 years. Because the orbits of Saturn's
major satellites are in the ring plane, too, this
alignment gives astronomers a rare opportunity
to capture a truly
spectacular parade
of celestial bodies
crossing the face of
Saturn. Leading the
parade is Saturn's
giant moon Titan,
larger than the
planet Mercury.
The frigid moon’s
thick nitrogen
at mosphere is
t i n te d o r a n g e
with the smoggy
by products of
sunlight interacting
with methane and
nitrogen. Several of
the much smaller
icy moons that
are closer in to the
planet line up along
the upper edge of
the rings. Hubble’s
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exquisite sharpness also reveals Saturn's banded
cloud structure.
This sequence of images captures the parade
of several of Saturn's moons transiting the face
of the gas giant planet. The top frame captures
the giant moon Titan and its shadow near
Saturn's northern polar hood. Tiny Mimas
and its shadow have just entered the left limb
of Saturn, slightly above the rings. To the far
left off the disk, Dione, the brightest of the
icy moons in this view, and Enceladus, fainter
and farther to the left, can easily be seen just
above the rings. In the center frame, Dione
and Enceladus can be seen near the western
limb of Saturn, while Titan's shadow is off
the limb, and Mimas is on the right most
limb, its shadow
also now off the
limb. In the bottom
frame, Dione and
its shadow are
centered above
Enceladus and its
shadow. Titan
is now off the
right limb. This
picture sequence
was taken with
Hubble's Wide Field
Planetary Camera
2 on February 24,
2009, when Saturn
was at a distance
of roughly 775
million miles from
Earth. Hubble can
see details as small
as 190 miles across
on Saturn. f
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A Black Hole in
Medusa's Hair
(NASA/CXC) This composite image of the
Medusa galaxy (also known as NGC 4194)
shows X-ray data from NASA's Chandra
X-ray Observatory in blue and optical light
from the Hubble Space Telescope in orange.
Located above
the center of the
galaxy and seen in
the optical data,
the "hair" of the
Medusa, made
of snakes in the
Greek myth, is a
tidal tail formed
by a collision
between galaxies.
The bright X-ray
source found
towards the left
side of Medusa's
hair is a black
hole (compact
blue object above
center).
Most bright
X-ray sources in
galaxies are binaries containing either stellar
mass black holes or neutron stars that remain
after the supernova explosion of a massive star.
Because these compact objects can generate
X-rays for much longer periods of time than
the lifetime of their massive progenitor stars,
X-ray binaries may be used as "fossils" to study
the star formation history of their host galaxies.
In this Medusa image, the X-ray binaries are
seen as the bright blue point-like objects.
A recent study of the Medusa galaxy and nine
other galaxies measured the correlation between
the formation of stars and the production of
onOrbit is made available to all K-12 school

libraries in Nevada thanks to a generous
grant from: The CSN Foundation.
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X- ray binaries. A key feature was to study
this correlation for the Medusa galaxy and
NGC 7541, two galaxies with particularly high
star formation rates. It was found that both
the number of bright X-ray sources and their
average brightness were related to the rate at
which stars formed. This work may be useful
for attempts to use X-ray brightness to measure
the rate of star formation in galaxies at very
large distances.
It was also
found that for
every one million
tons of gas that
goes into making
stars, one ton
gets pulled onto
a stellar mass
black hole or
a neutron star.
This result may
help create more
accurate models
of the formation
of X-ray binaries.
f

New Evidence for Dark
Matter Around Small
Galaxies
(NASA/STScI) NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope has uncovered a strong new line of
evidence that galaxies are embedded in halos
of dark matter.
Peering into the tumultuous heart of the
nearby Perseus galaxy cluster, Hubble discovered
a large population of small galaxies that have
remained intact while larger galaxies around
them are being ripped apart by the gravitational
tug of other galaxies.
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Dark matter is an invisible form of matter
that accounts for most of the universe's mass.
Astronomers have deduced the existence of
dark matter by observing its gravitational
influence on normal matter, consisting of
stars, gas, and dust.
The Hubble images provide further evidence
that the undisturbed galaxies are enshrouded
by a "cushion" of dark matter, which
protects them from their rough-and-tumble
neighborhood.
"We were surprised to find so many dwarf
galaxies in the core of this cluster that were so
smooth and round and had no evidence at all
of any kind of disturbance," says astronomer
Christopher Conselice of the University of
Nottingham, U.K., and leader of the Hubble
observations. "These dwarfs are very old
galaxies that have been in the cluster a long
time. So if something was going to disrupt
them, it would have happened by now. They
must be very, very dark-matter-dominated
galaxies."
The dwarf galaxies may have an even higher
amount of dark matter than spiral galaxies.
"With these results, we cannot say whether the
dark-matter content of the dwarfs is higher
than in the Milky Way Galaxy," Conselice
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says. "Although, the fact that spiral galaxies
are destroyed in clusters, while the dwarfs are
not, suggests that is indeed the case."
First proposed about 80 years ago, dark
matter is thought to be the "glue" that holds
galaxies together. Astronomers suggest that
dark matter provides a vital "scaffolding" for
the universe, forming a framework for the
formation of galaxies through gravitational
attraction. Previous studies with Hubble and
NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory found
evidence of dark matter in entire clusters of
galaxies such as the Bullet Cluster. The new
Hubble observations continue the search for
dark matter in individual galaxies.
Observations by Hubble's Advanced Camera
for Surveys spotted 29 dwarf elliptical galaxies
in the Perseus Cluster, located 250 million
light-years away and one of the closest galaxy
clusters to Earth. Of those galaxies, 17 are
new discoveries.
Because dark matter cannot be seen,
astronomers detected its presence through
indirect evidence. The most common method
is by measuring the velocities of individual stars
or groups of stars as they move randomly in the
galaxy or as they rotate around the galaxy. The
Perseus Cluster is too far away for telescopes
to resolve individual stars and measure their
motions. So Conselice and his team derived
a new technique for uncovering dark matter
in these dwarf galaxies by determining the
minimum mass the dwarfs must have to protect
them from being disrupted by the strong, tidal
pull of gravity from larger galaxies.
Studying these small galaxies in detail
was possible only because of the sharpness
of Hubble's Advanced Camera for Surveys.
Conselice and his team first spied the galaxies
with the WIYN Telescope at Kitt Peak National
Observatory outside Tucson, Ariz. Those
observations, Conselice says, only hinted
that many of the galaxies were smooth and
therefore dark-matter dominated. "Those
ground-based observations could not resolve
the galaxies, so we needed Hubble imaging to
nail it," he says. f
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Galactic Dust Bunnies
Found to Contain
Carbon After All
(NASA/SSC) Using NASA's Spitzer Space
Telescope, researchers have found evidence
suggesting that stars rich in carbon complex
molecules may form at the center of our Milky
Way galaxy.
This discovery is significant because it adds
to our knowledge of how stars form heavy
elements, like oxygen, carbon, and iron, and
then blow them out across the universe, making
it possible for life to develop.
Astronomers have long
been baffled by a strange
phenomenon: Why have their
telescopes never detected
carbon-rich stars at the center
of our galaxy even though they
have found these stars in other
places? Now, by using Spitzer's
powerful infrared detectors, a
research team has found the
elusive carbon stars in the
galactic center.
"The dust surrounding the
stars emits very strongly at
infrared wavelengths," says
Pedro García-Lario, a research
team member who is on
the faculty of the European
Space Astronomy Center, the
European Space Agency's
center for space science. He
co-authored a paper on this

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/
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subject in the February 2009 issue of the
journal Astronomy & Astrophysics.
"With the help of Spitzer spectra, we can easily
determine whether the material returned by
the stars to the interstellar medium is oxygenrich or carbon-rich."
The team of scientists analyzed the light
emitted from 40 planetary nebulae, blobs of
dust and gas surrounding stars, using Spitzer's
infrared spectrograph. They analyzed 26
nebulae toward the center of the Milky Way,
a region called the "Galactic Bulge", and 14
nebulae in other parts of the galaxy. The
scientists found a large amount of crystalline
silicates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
two substances that indicate the presence of

oxygen and carbon.
This combination is unusual. In the Milky
Way, dust that combines both oxygen and
carbon is rare and is usually only found
surrounding a binary system of stars. The
research team, however, found that the presence
of the carbon-oxygen dust in the Galactic Bulge
seems to be suggestive of a recent change of
chemistry experienced by the star.
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The scientists hypothesize that as the central
star of a planetary nebula ages and dies, its
heavier elements do not make their way to the
star's outer layers, as they do in other stars.
Only in the last moments of the central star's
life, when it expands and then violently expels
almost all of its remaining outer gasses, does
the carbon become detectable. That's when
astronomers see it in the nebula surrounding
the star.
"The carbon produced through these
recurrent 'thermal pulses' is very inefficiently
dredged up to the surface of the star, contrary
to what is observed in low-metallicity, galactic
disk stars," said García-Lario. "It only becomes
visible when the star is about to die."
This study supports a hypothesis about
why the carbon in some stars does not make
its way to the stars' surfaces. Scientists
believe that small stars, those with masses
up to one-and-a-half times the mass of our
sun, that contain lots of metal do not bring
carbon to their surfaces as they age. Stars in
the Galactic Bulge tend to have more metals
than other stars, so the Spitzer data support
this commonly held hypothesis. Before the
Spitzer study, this hypothesis had never been
supported by observation.
This aging and expelling process is typical
of all stars. As stars age and die, they burn
progressively heavier and heavier elements,
beginning with hydrogen and ending with
iron. Towards the end of their lives, some stars
become what are called "red giants." These
dying stars swell so large that if one of them
were placed in our solar system, where the
sun is now, its outermost border would touch

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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Earth's orbit. As these stars pulsate, losing
mass in the process, and then contract, they
spew out almost all of their heavier elements.
These elements are the building blocks of all
planets, including our own Earth (as well as
of human beings and any other life forms that
may exist in the universe). f

New Horizons Detects
Neptune’s Moon Triton
(NASA/JPL) Add another moon to the
New Horizons photo gallery: the spacecraft’s
Long Range Reconnaissance Imager detected
Triton, the largest of Neptune’s 13 known
moons, during the annual spacecraft checkout
last fall.
New Horizons was 2.33 billion miles from
Neptune on October 16,when LORRI,following
a programmed sequence of commands, locked
onto the planet and snapped away.
“We wanted to test LORRI’s ability to

measure a faint object near a much brighter
one using a special tracking mode,” says New
Horizons Project Scientist Hal Weaver, of the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, “and the Neptune-Triton pair
perfectly fit the bill.” LORRI was operated in
4-by-4 format (the original pixels are binned
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in groups of 16), and the spacecraft was put
into a special tracking mode to allow for longer
exposure times. “We needed to achieve the
highest possible sensitivity,” Weaver adds.
Mission scientists also wanted to measure
Triton itself. “Among the objects visited
by spacecraft so far, Triton is by far the
best analog of Pluto,” says New Horizons
Principal Investigator Alan Stern. The
Voyager 2 spacecraft took spectacular images
of Triton during its flyby of Neptune in 1989,
showing evidence of cryovolcanic activity and
cantaloupe-like terrain.
Triton is only slightly larger than Pluto
(1,700 miles in diameter compared to Pluto’s
1,500 miles). Both objects have atmospheres
primarily composed of nitrogen gas with a
surface pressure only 1/70,000th of Earth’s,
and comparably cold surface temperatures
(-390°F on Triton and -370°F on Pluto).
Triton is widely believed to have once been a
member of the Kuiper Belt (as Pluto still is)
that was captured into orbit around Neptune,
probably during a collision early in the solar
system’s history.
New Horizons can observe Neptune and
Triton at solar phase angles (the Sun-objectspacecraft angle) that are not possible to
achieve from Earth-based facilities, and this
unique perspective can provide insight into
the properties of Titan’s surface and Neptune’s
atmosphere.
LORRI will continue to observe the NeptuneTriton pair during annual checkouts until the

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/

The ASN has a Las Vegas Chapter.
For information see:
http://vegas.astronomynv.org/
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Pluto encounter in 2015.
New Horizons is currently in electronic
hibernation, over 1.2 billion miles from home,
speeding away from the Sun at 38,500 miles
per hour. f

NASA's Kepler
Mission Rockets to
Space in Search of
Other Earths
(NASA/JPL/ARC) NASA's Kepler mission
successfully launched into space from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, aboard a United
Launch Alliance Delta II at 10:49 p.m. EST,
Friday, March 6. Kepler is designed to find
the first Earth-size planets orbiting stars at
distances where water could pool on the
planet's surface. Liquid water is believed to
be essential for the formation of life.
"It was a stunning launch," said Kepler
Project Manager James Fanson of NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. "Our team is thrilled
to be a part of something so meaningful to the
human race, Kepler will help us understand
if our Earth is unique or if others like it are
out there."
Engineers acquired a signal from Kepler at
12:11 a.m. Saturday, March 7, after it separated
from its spent third-stage rocket and entered
its final sun-centered orbit, trailing 950 miles
behind Earth. The spacecraft is generating its
own power from its solar panels.
"Kepler now has the perfect place to watch
more than 100,000 stars for signs of planets,"
said William Borucki, the mission's science
principal investigator at NASA's Ames Research
Center. Borucki has worked on the mission
for 17 years. "Everyone is very excited as our
dream becomes a reality. We are on the verge
of learning if other Earths are ubiquitous in
the galaxy."
Engineers have begun to check Kepler to
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items
for sale that are of interest to the patrons
of The Planetarium. We carry a wide
variety of novelties, toys and observing
aids with a space or astronomical theme.
When patrons obtain their tickets to
planetarium shows, they can also purchase
a variety of astronomically oriented items.
Friends of The Planetarium receive a 10%
discount.

ensure it is working properly, a process called
"commissioning" that will take about 60 days.
After about a month, NASA sent up commands
for Kepler to eject its dust cover and make its
first measurements. After another month
of calibrating Kepler's single instrument, a
wide-field charge-couple device camera, the
telescope will begin to search for planets.
The first planets to roll out on the Kepler
"assembly line" are expected to be the portly
"hot Jupiters", gas giants that circle close and
fast around their stars. NASA's Hubble and
Spitzer space telescopes will be able to follow
up with these planets and learn more about
their atmospheres. Neptune-size planets will
most likely be found next, followed by rocky
ones as small as Earth. The true Earth analogs,
Earth-sized planets orbiting stars like our sun
at distances where surface water, and possibly
life, could exist, would take at least three years
to discover and confirm. Ground-based
telescopes also will contribute to the mission
by verifying some of the finds.

In the end, Kepler will give us our first look
at the frequency of Earth-size planets in our
Milky Way galaxy, as well as the frequency
of Earth-size planets that could theoretically
be habitable.
"Even if we find no planets like Earth, that
by itself would be profound. It would indicate
that we are probably alone in the galaxy," said
Borucki.
As the mission progresses, Kepler will
drift farther and farther behind Earth in its
orbit around the sun. NASA's Spitzer Space
Telescope, which was launched into the same
orbit more than five years ago, is now more
than 62 million miles behind Earth.
Kepler is a NASA Discovery mission. Ames
Research Center is the home organization
of the science principal investigator and is
responsible for the ground system development,
mission operations and science data analysis.
JPL manages the Kepler mission development.
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. of
Boulder, Colo., is responsible for developing
the Kepler flight system and supporting mission
operations. f
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Trio of Galaxies Mix It
Up
(NASA/STScI) Though they are the largest
and most widely scattered objects in the
universe, galaxies do go bump in the night. The
Hubble Space Telescope has photographed many
pairs of galaxies colliding. Like snowflakes,
no two examples look exactly alike. This is
one of the most arresting galaxy smash-up
images to date.

At first glance, it looks as if a smaller galaxy
has been caught in a tug-of-war between a
Sumo-wrestler pair of elliptical galaxies. The
hapless, mangled galaxy may have once looked
more like our Milky Way, a pinwheel-shaped
galaxy. But now that it's caught in a cosmic
Cuisinart, its dust lanes are being stretched
and warped by the tug of gravity. Unlike the
elliptical galaxies, the spiral is rich in dust and
gas for the formation of new stars. It is the
fate of the spiral galaxy to be pulled like taffy
and then swallowed by the pair of elliptical
galaxies. This will trigger a firestorm of new
stellar creation. If there are astronomers on
any planets in this galaxy group, they will have
a ringside seat to seeing a flurry of starbirth
unfolding over many millions of years to come.
Eventually the ellipticals should merge too,
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creating one single super-galaxy many times
larger than our Milky Way. This trio is part
of a tight cluster of 16 galaxies, many of them
being dwarf galaxies. The galaxy cluster is
called the Hickson Compact Group 90 and
lies about 100 million light-years away in the
direction of the constellation Piscis Austrinus,
the Southern Fish. f

Hubble Uncovers
an Unusual Stellar
Progenitor to a
Supernova
(NASA/STScI) NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope has identified a star that was one
million times brighter than the sun before it
exploded as a supernova in 2005. According
to current theories of stellar evolution, the star
should not have self-destructed so early in its life.
"This might mean that we are fundamentally
wrong about the evolution of massive stars,
and that theories need revising," says Avishay
Gal-Yam of the Weizmann Institute of Science,
Rehovot, Israel.
The doomed star, which is estimated to have
had about 100 times our sun's mass, was not
mature enough, according to theory, to have
evolved a massive iron core of nuclear fusion
ash. This is the prerequisite for a core implosion
that triggers a supernova blast.
The finding appeared in the online version
of Nature Magazine.
The explosion, called supernova SN 2005gl,
was seen in the barred-spiral galaxy NGC 266
on October 5, 2005. Pre-explosion pictures
from the Hubble archive, taken in 1997, reveal
the progenitor as a very luminous point source
with an absolute visual magnitude of -10.3. In
the stellar magnitude scale, the more negative
the value, the more luminous the star. Our own
sun has an absolute visual magnitude of +4.9.
This difference of more than 15 magnitudes
corresponds to SN 2005gl being over 1,000,000
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times as luminous as the sun.
The progenitor was so bright that it probably
belonged to a class of stars called Luminous
Blue Variables (LBVs), "because no other
type of star is as intrinsically brilliant," says
Gal-Yam. As an LBV-class star evolves it sheds
much of its mass through a violent stellar
wind. Only at that point does it develop a
large iron core and ultimately explodes as a
core-collapse supernova.
Extremely massive and luminous stars
topping 100 solar masses, such as Eta Carinae
in our own Milky Way Galaxy, are expected
to lose their entire hydrogen envelopes prior
to their ultimate explosions as supernovae.
"These observations demonstrate that many
details in the evolution and fate of LBVs remain
a mystery. We should continue to keep an eye
on Eta Carinae, it may surprise us yet again,"
says supernova expert Mario Livio of the Space
Telescope Science Institute.
"The progenitor identification shows that,
at least in some cases, massive stars explode
before losing most of their hydrogen envelope,
suggesting that the evolution of the core and
the evolution of the envelope are less coupled
than previously thought, a finding which may
require a revision of stellar evolution theory,"
says co-author Douglas Leonard from San
Diego State University, Calif.
One possibility is that the progenitor to SN
2005gl was really a pair of stars, a binary system
that merged. This would have stoked nuclear
reactions to brighten the star enormously,
making it look more luminous and less evolved
than it really is. "This also
leaves open the question that
there may be other mechanisms
for triggering supernova
explosions," says Gal-Yam.
"We may be missing something
very basic in understanding
how a superluminous star goes
through mass loss."
Gal-Yam reports that the
observation revealed that only
a small part of the star's mass
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year unshared credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.
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Martian Moon Deimos
in High Resolution

was flung off in the explosion. Most of the
material, says Gal-Yam, was drawn into the
collapsing core that has probably become a
black hole estimated to be at least 10 to 15
solar masses.
Gal-Yam and Leonard located the progenitor
in archival images of NGC 266 taken in 1997.
It was easily identifiable only because it is so
superluminous. Only Hubble could clearly
resolve it at such a great distance.
The team then used the Keck telescope to
precisely locate the supernova on the outer
arm of the galaxy. A follow-up observation
with Hubble in 2007 unequivocally showed
that the superluminous star was gone. To
make sure the new observation was consistent
with the 1997 archival image, the astronomers
used the same Hubble camera used in 1997,
the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2.
Finding archival images of stars before
the stars explode as supernovae isn't an easy
task. Several other supernova progenitor
candidates have been reported prior to the
Hubble observation. The only other absolutely
indisputable progenitor, however, was the blue
supergiant progenitor to SN 1987A. In the case
of SN 1987A, it was thought that the progenitor
star was once a red supergiant and at a later
stage evolved back to blue supergiant status.
This led to a major reworking of supernova
theory. The progenitor star observed by
Gal-Yam is too massive to have gone through
such an oscillation to the red giant stage, so
yet another new explanation is required, he
says. f

(NASA/JPL) These color-enhanced views
of Deimos, the smaller of the two moons of
Mars, result from imaging on Feb. 21, 2009,
by the High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE) camera on NASA's
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.
Deimos has a smooth surface due to a blanket
of fragmental rock or regolith, except for
the most recent impact craters. It is a dark,
reddish object, very similar to Mars' other
moon, Phobos.
These Deimos images combine HiRISE
exposures in near-infrared, red and blue-green
wavelengths. In the enhanced color, subtle color
variations are visible, redder in the smoothest
areas and less red near the fresh impact craters
and over ridges of topographic highs (relative to
Deimos' center of gravity). The color variations
are probably caused by exposure of surface
material to the space environment, which
leads to darkening and reddening. Brighter
and less-red surface materials have seen less
exposure to space due to recent impacts or
downslope movement of regolith. Deimos
is about 7.5 miles in diameter.

These two images were acquired 5.6 hours
apart. The sun was to the upper left in the
first (left) image, and to the right in the second
image. The viewing geometry is similar in the
two images, but surface features appear very
different due to the change in illumination.
With an image scale of about 66 feet per
pixel, features 200 feet or larger can be
discerned. f
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Month in
History
May
1: Boulder Dam completed, 1935
1: Supernova discovered in China in 1006.
1: In 1949, Gerard Kuiper discovered Neptune’s
moon Nereid.
4: In 1988, the Pepcon rocket fuel plant in
Henderson, NV, exploded, rattling Las Vegas
with a Richter 3.5 shock wave.
5: The launch of Mercury 3 with a Redstone
rocket in 1961. This mission carried Alan
Shepard, on a suborbital trip into space
that lasted about 15 minutes.
8: The Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto
was the first European to navigate through
the Mississippi Delta to discover the
Mississippi River in 1541 near the present
site of Memphis.
8: The first color, transatlantic television
transmission was accomplished with the
Telstar 2 satellite in 1963.
9: Admiral Richard Byrd became the first
person to complete an aerial crossing of the
North Pole in 1926. He made the round
trip flight from Spitzbergen Island in a
three-engined Fokker aircraft.
10: On this date in 1869 from Promontory
Summit northwest of Ogden, Utah, a
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single telegraphed word, “done,” signaled
to the nation the completion of the first
transcontinental railroad.
11: Albert Einstein’s General Theory of
Relativity was presented for the first time
in Germany in 1916.
14: In 1908, Wilbur Wright flew with the
first airplane passenger, Charles Furnas,
in North Carolina. Furnas was the Wright
brothers' mechanic.
14: The Skylab 1 mission put the first US
space station in orbit in 1973 . Damage
to the solar panels and thermal shield
during launch delayed the occupation of
the station. Skylab was launched with a
Saturn V rocket similar to that used in the
Apollo moon missions.
17: The English astronomer Joseph Lockyer,
who discovered Helium in the spectrum
of the sun in 1868 (27 years before it was
found on the earth), was born on this date
in 1836.
20: The Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama
was the first to demonstrate a sea route to
India around the southern tip of Africa
in 1498.
25: President John F. Kennedy, in 1961, declared
the national goal of landing a man on the
moon and returning him safely to earth
before the end of the decade.
29: One aspect of Einstein’s General Theory of
Relativity was tested during a British solar
eclipse expedition in 1919. The gravitational
field of the sun was demonstrated to
bend starlight passing near the sun as
predicted. 

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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May

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit
Pluto
Sagittarius
3:20 am (36°)
Ceres
Leo
7:47 pm (75°)
Eris
Cetus
10:47 am (50°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 9:33 pm (83°)
All times are Pacific Daylight Time. Rise and Haumea Boötes
10:43 am (73°)
set times are for the astronomical horizon at
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
The Planets
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
Mercury. Mercury is too close in direction of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
to the sun to be easily seen. Inferior Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahconjunction on the near side of the sun keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require
a professional sized telescope. Transit times
occurs on May 18.
and altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the
Venus. Venus is in the east before sunrise. It object is at its highest in the southern sky.
will be prominent in the morning sky until Each will appear slightly lower in the sky
Autumn. Look for the waning crescent from Reno. f
moon to the left of Venus and above Mars
on the morning of May 21.

The Moon
Mars. Mars, in Pisces, is rising in the east
shortly after Venus. Look for Mars, Venus
Each day the moon rises about one hour
and the waning crescent moon low in the later than the day before. The New Moon (not
eastern sky before sunrise on May 21.
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
Jupiter. Jupiter, in the constellation of and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
Capricornus, is rising in the east shortly rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
after midnight. Look for the last quarter
and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
moon just above Jupiter in the morning last quarter moon rises near midnight and
sky on May 17.
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
Saturn. Saturn, in the constellation of Leo, closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
is in the south after sunset. Look for the farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
nearly first quarter moon below Saturn on the average.
the evenings of May 3 and May 30.
First quarter May 1
1:44 pm pdt
Full
Moon
May
8
9:01 pm
Uranus. Uranus, near the Aquarius-Pisces
Last
quarter
May
17
12:26
am
border is rising a few hours before the
New Moon May 24
5:11 am
sun. Look for it 5° degree south of the
waning crescent moon on the morning
First quarter May 30
8:22 pm
of May 19.
Perigee
Apr. 27 11:28 pm pdt
Apogee
May 13
7:58 pm
Neptune. Neptune, in Capricornus, can now
be observed in the early morning sky low
Perigee
May 25
8:45 pm
in the east before sunrise. It is just east
of Jupiter coming within less than half a
degree on May 25.
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2009
The Sun

Date
May 1
May 4
May 7
May 10
May 13
May 16
May 19
May 22
May 25
May 28
May 31

Las Vegas

Sunrise
5:47 am pdt
5:44
5:41
5:38
5:36
5:33
5:31
5:29
5:28
5:26
5:25

Sunset
7:28 pm pdt
7:31
7:34
7:36
7:39
7:41
7:43
7:46
7:48
7:50
7:52
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The Sun

Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

Meteor Shower
On the night of May 4/5, the Eta Aquarid
meteor shower will reach its peak. At its peak,
this shower typically produces about 10-15
meteors per hour. This is not a particularly
rich shower. The waxing gibbous moon will
interfere some with observing this shower as
it will not be setting until around 3:30 am.
Adding sporadic meteors that are not part of
the shower, the typical observer can expect over
20 meteors per hour during this shower.
Shower meteors are caused by particle
entering the earth's atmosphere on paths
parallel to each other. While these meteors
can be seen anywhere in the sky, there paths
trace back to a common direction making
them appear to radiate outward from this
"vanishing point."
Sporadic meteors are the random meteors
that occur all of the time. They can be seen
anywhere in the sky traveling any direction.
On the average, about 10 sporadic meteors can
be seen each hour on any night of the year.
The particles from this shower are associated
with Comet Halley. They follow the same path
as the comet and are thought to be material
ejected from the comet. As seen in the sky,
the meteors seem to radiate outward from
a point near the star Eta Aquarii, giving the
name to the shower.
In the Fall, the Orionid shower is caused by

Date
May 1
May 4
May 7
May 10
May 13
May 16
May 19
May 22
May 25
May 28
May 31

Reno

Sunrise
6:00 am pdt
5:56
5:53
5:50
5:47
5:44
5:42
5:39
5:37
5:36
5:34

Sunset
7:53 pm pdt
7:56
7:59
8:02
8:05
8:08
8:10
8:13
8:16
8:18
8:20

Day
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.

the same stream as the earth crosses it again
in five months.
The best conditions for observing meteors
are found by traveling away from the city where
the sky is dark. More meteors are seen after
midnight when you are on the leading side of
the earth as it travels around the sun.
When possible, observe meteors at times
when the moon is below the horizon. The
moon provides additional light in the sky that
can impede meteor viewing.
This year, the best viewing period will be from
3:30 am until the beginning of astronomical
twilight a little after 4 am.
Astronomical twilight is when the sun is 18°
below the horizon. There is no significant dawn
visible. Nautical twilight is when the sun is
12° below the horizon and dawn is visible in
the east, but the brighter stars are still easily
seen. In early May, this occurs a little before
5 am. Civil twilight occurs when the sun is
6° below the horizon (about 5:15 am) and no
stars are easily visible. Civil twilight is bright
enough to preclude artificial lighting.
While meteors can be seen anywhere in the
sky during the shower, the meteors are more
easily viewed near the overhead point. With
this shower, the greatest numbers are likely to
be viewed in the early morning hours before
dawn when the radiant point for the shower
is high in the sky. 

Now Playing
In Las Vegas

In Reno

Ice Worlds
and
and

Stargazing

Amazing
Journeys

The CSN Planetarium and The Fleischmann Planetarium are units of the
Nevada System of Higher Education.
CSN President: Dr. Michael Richards
UNR President: Dr. Milton Glick
NSHE Chancellor: James E. Rogers
NSHE Board of Regents: Michael Wixom - Chair, Dr. Jason Geddes - Vice
Chair, Mark Alden, Dr. Stavros Anthony, Robert Blakely, William Cobb, Cedric
Crear, Dorothy Gallagher, Ronald Knecht, James Dean Leavitt, Kevin Page, Dr.
Ray Rawson, Dr. Jack Lund Schofield.

Contact us at:
The Planetarium - S1A

Fleischmann Planetarium

College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030-4228

University of Nevada
1664 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89557-0010

http://www.csn.edu/planetarium/

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

